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ARTIFICIAL NETS FROM SUPERCONDUCTING NANOGRANULESYu. N. Ovhinnikov a*, V. Z. Kresin baMax-Plank Institute for Physis of Complex Systems01187, Dresden, GermanyLandau Institute for Theoretial Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Distrit, RussiabLawrene Berkeley Laboratory, University of California at Berkeley, CA 94720, USAReeived August 29, 2011We show that a large transport urrent an �ow through superonduting nets omposed of nanolusters. Al-though thermal and quantum �utuations lead to a �nite value of dissipation, this value an be very smallin one- and two-dimensional systems for realisti parameters of the nanolusters and distanes between them.The value of the ation for vortex tunneling at zero temperature an be made su�iently large to make thedissipation negligibly small. We estimate the temperature T0 of the transition from the thermal ativation toquantum tunneling.1. INTRODUCTIONIt was found reently that small-size nanolusterswith a magi or lose to magi number of eletronsan have high values of the superonduting transitiontemperature [1�3℄. In suh systems, the resonane tun-neling between nanolusters an our [4; 5℄ and thenonresonant part of the ritial urrent an be signi�-antly larger than the estimate of the ritial urrentvalue made by Ambegaokar and Barato� [6℄. The res-onant part of the ritial urrent depends on geome-try of the system. As a result, the self-organizationan our in the degenerate ase. The high-T super-onduting lusters are promising bloks to onstrutsuperonduting nets or hains.An important question for suh systems is the roleof quantum and thermal �utuations. The usual on-ept of the Coulomb blokade should be signi�antlymodi�ed. For example, the mass renormalization fornanolusters an be muh larger than the zero �mass�in the standard onept of the Coulomb blokade [7�9℄.The quantum equation desribing the Josephson ef-fet is similar to that for motion of a partile in a wash-board potential [10; 11℄. The juntion apaitane C0plays the role of mass (in the zeroth approximation). Inthe lassial piture, the �partile� is loalized in somepotential well. In this piture, the usual onept of the*E-mail: ov�itp.a.ru

Coulomb blokade (with U0 > e2=2C0 [12; 13℄) orre-sponds to the ondition U0 > !0=2, where U0 is thebarrier height and !0 is the frequeny of small osilla-tions near the bottom of the potential. This onditionmeans that the energy of osillations is smaller than thebarrier height (otherwise, it is impossible to loalize the�partile�).Quantum e�ets lead to a strong renormalization ofC0 (�zero mass�) that orresponds to a single juntion.Aording to [9℄, the dissipation in nets is related withtransitions of quantum vorties between neighboringwells. It is essential that an arti�ial net is harateri-zed by the intrinsi inhomogeneity (the positions of thevortex enter inside the net are not equivalent), whihleads to the appearane of pinning. There exists somerossover temperature T0 suh that at T > T0, the �de-ay� rate is desribed by the Arrenius law exp(�U0=T ).At T < T0, the quantum �tunneling� beomes the do-minant fator. Then we are dealing with the fatorexp(�A(T )), where A(T ) is an e�etive ation alongthe optimal �trajetory� (in imaginary time). Thequantity A(T ) is �nite as T tends to zero.The onstrution of nets (in two or three dimen-sions) and hains from roadbloks allows obtainingmarosopi samples with superonduting properties.The harateristi urrent densities in suh systems anbe larger than 107 A/m2. In one- and two-dimensionalsystems, the presene of �utuations leads to a �nitevalue of dissipation [9℄. The objetive is therefore to1156



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 6, 2012 Arti�ial nets from superonduting nanogranulesobtain samples with a low level of dissipation reatedby lassial (thermal) and quantum �utuations.First, we show that the value of the ritial ur-rent in superonduting nanoluster hains deays veryslowly as the number of links inreases. Seond, weshow that under the realisti assumptions taking onlythe nonresonant part of the Josephson urrent and ef-fetive mass reorganization into aount strongly sup-presses quantum �utuations (quantum tunneling ofvorties). If the onditions for resonant tunneling aresatis�ed, the value of the ritial urrent an inreaseby several orders of magnitude [5℄. As a result, allthe �utuations are strongly suppressed and the e�e-tive ation for vortex quantum tunneling is muh largerthan unity [9℄. Finally, we estimate the harateristisize of a single vortex in a nanoluster net, whih isimportant for investigation of the properties of nets inthe presene of a magneti �eld.2. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE CRITICALCURRENT OF A CHAIN OFNANOCLUSTERS ON THE NUMBER OFLINKSWe suppose that the ritial urrent distributionfuntion W of links in a hain has the Gaussian formW = 1p�Æ exp�� (J0 � J)2Æ � ; (1)where J0 is the mean value of the ritial urrentthrough one link. The variation isÆ=2 = h(J0 � J)2i: (2)The probability W (I > J) that the ritial urrentI � J for one pair of lusters is given byW (I � J) = 1p�Æ 1ZJ dI1 exp�� (J0 � I1)2Æ � : (3)Hene, the probability for a hain of N + 1 lusters tohave the ritial urrent I � J isWN+1(I � J) == 24 1p�Æ 1ZJ dI1 exp�� (J0 � I1)2Æ �35N : (4)From Eq. (4), we obtain a distribution funtion (theprobability density) WN+1 for the ritial urrent of ahain of N + 1 lusters:

WN+1 = � ��JWN+1(I � J) = Np�Æ �� exp8<:� (J0 � J)2Æ + (N � 1) �� ln24 1�Æ 1ZJ dI exp�� (J0 � I)2Æ �359=; : (5)The mean of the ritial urrent of a hain with Nlinks is given byhJiN+1 = 1Z0 dJ JWN+1(J): (6)For N � 1, the extremal point Jextr of WN+1(J) is asolution of the equation2� = N � 1p� exp(��2)12 + 1p� �Z0 dy exp(�y2) ; (7)where � = �J0 � Jextr� =pÆ: (8)Equation (7) is quite aurate even forN � 1. FromEq. (6), we an obtain the exat value of hJi3:hJi3 = J0 �r Æ2� : (9)Substituting N = 3 in Eq. (7), we obtain �(3) = 0:541.For N � 1, we obtain� = ln1=2�N � 12�p�� (10)from Eq. (7). It follows from Eq. (10) that the riti-al urrent dereases very slowly with the length of thehain. The value of the length at whih the hain isstill superonduting an be estimated asN < 2p� J0pÆ exp� (J0 )2Æ � : (11)Even for a relatively broad distribution pÆ=J0 � 0:1,we obtain N < 1045: (12)Hene, the main problem is to suppress the thermaland quantum �utuations.1157



Yu. N. Ovhinnikov, V. Z. Kresin ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 6, 20123. THE AMPLITUDE OF THE NONRESONANTPART OF THE JOSEPHSON CURRENTThe nonresonant part Jn:r: of the Josephson ur-rent J0 is quite simple for magi or near-magi lustersbeause the form is nearly spherial for suh lusters(see [4; 5℄):Jn:r: = e~3m2 XL;L1 TX! j�j2[!2 +E2(L)℄[!2 +E2(L1)℄ ��(2L+1)(2L1+1)Z0(L)Z0(L1)a6 E0ÆU0 � ~p2mÆU0�2��K2L+1=2�p2mÆU0~ D2 ��KL�1=2�p2mÆU0~ a� ++ (L+ 1)~ap2mÆU0KL+1=2�p2mÆU0~ a���2 ��K2L1+1=2�p2mÆU0~ D2 ��KL1�1=2�p2mÆU0~ a� ++ (L1 + 1)~ap2mÆU0KL1+1=2�p2mÆU0~ a���2 : (13)Here, K�(x) is the Bessel funtion, a is the radius ofa luster, D is the distane between the enters of thelusters, ÆU0 is the height of the potential barrier, E0is the energy of the last oupied shell, and Z0(L) arezeros of the Bessel funtion (the states near the Fermilevel), E2(L) � �2(!) + (~�� E01)2; (14)where ~� is the hemial potential and E01 is the eletronenergy in the normal state with the angular momen-tum L.If the resonane onditions are satis�ed, the reso-nant part of the ritial urrent exeeds the nonreso-nant part (by many orders of magnitude). Our goalis to show that although we take only the nonreso-nant part of the urrent into aount, the value of theation for vortex tunneling an be made muh largerthan unity. This guarantees that the resonant tunnel-ing ompletely suppresses quantum �utuations.It is onvenient to represent Eq. (13) for the valueof the ritial urrent asJn:r: = e~32�m2a4 E0ÆU0 � ~p2mÆU0a�2 ��XL;L1(2L+1)(2L1+1)Z0(L)Z0(L1)CLL1BLL1 ; (15)

whereCLL1 = 2�TX! j�(!)j2 �� �!2 + j�(!)j2 + (~��E0L)2��1 �� �!2 + j�(!)j2 + (~��E0L1)2��1 ;BLL1 = K2L+1=2�p2mÆU0~ D2 ��� �KL�1=2�p2mÆU0~ a� ++ (L+ 1)~ap2mÆU0KL+1=2�p2mÆU0~ a���2 ��K2L1+1=2�p2mÆU0~ D2 ��KL1�1=2�p2mÆU0~ a� ++ (L1 + 1)~ap2mÆU0KL1+1=2�p2mÆU0~ a���2 : (16)For small juntions, the geometri apaity C0 be-tween two granules an be muh smaller (see [9℄) thanthe e�etive value of the renormalized apaity C [7; 8℄.The value of the renormalized apaity C determinesthe value of the ation for vortex tunneling [9℄. Inthe low-temperature regime, the value of C is givenby (see [7; 8℄) C = C0 + 3e~J16�2 : (17)4. DETAILED INVESTIGATION OF THEPARTICULAR CASE OF A MAGICCLUSTER WITH Nl = 168We onsider the magi luster Al56 (Ne = 168) withthe parameters (HOS is the highest oupied state,LUS is the lowest unoupied state)E0 = 1:467 � 10�11 erg;HOS(L = 7; Z0(7) = 11:657);LUS(L = 4; Z0(4) = 11:7049);a = 6:07 � 10�8 m: (18)In the low-temperature regime, we obtain the orderparameter � and the hemial potential ~�:� � �(!) = Bh
2i1=21 + C!2=h
2i ;h
2i1=2 = 350 K; B = 0:455; C = 0:065; (19)~��E0L=7 = E0L=7(0:72"�Z0(4)Z0(7)�2 � 1#) ;1158



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 6, 2012 Arti�ial nets from superonduting nanogranules~��E0L=4 = �E0L=7(0:28"�Z0(4)Z0(7)�2 � 1#) :Substituting the above value of the order parameter �in Eq. (16), we obtainE0L=4 �E0L=7 = 1:467 � 10�11 10121:6 ��"�11:704911:657 �2 � 1# = 0:0755 eV;
C44 = 0:530046h
2i1=2 ; C77 = 4:2186 � 10�2h
2i1=2 ;C47 = 0:141228h
2i1=2 (20)as T ! 0.We onsider the following speial asesÆU0 = f5 eV, 2:5 eV, 1 eVg;D = f15 Å, 14 Å, 13:5 Åg: (21)1. For ÆU0 = 5 eV, it then follows from Eq. (16)thatfB44 = 3:9397 � 10�5; B77 = 6:3545 � 10�6; B47 = 1:5822 � 10�5g; D = 15 Å;fB44 = 9:770609 � 10�4; B77 = 2:33012 � 10�4; B47 = 4:77144 � 10�4g; D = 14 Å;fB44 = 4:94382 � 10�3; B77 = 1:460418 � 10�3; B47 = 2:68701 � 10�3g; D = 13:5 Å: (22)2. For ÆU0 = 2:5 eV, it follows from Eq. (16) thatfB44 = 2:093629 � 10�4; B77 = 1:8725 � 10�5; B47 = 6:261247 � 10�5g; D = 15 Å;fB44 = 2:448279 � 10�3; B77 = 3:581055 � 10�4; B47 = 9:363453 � 10�4g; D = 14 Å;fB44 = 8:535846 � 10�3; B77 = 1:631306 � 10�3; B47 = 3:731565 � 10�3g; D = 13:5 Å: (23)3. For ÆU0 = 1 eV, it follows from Eq. (16) thatfB44 = 4:714718 � 10�4; B77 = 1:956326 � 10�5; B47 = 9:603918 � 10�5g; D = 15 Å;fB44 = 2:995027 � 10�3; B77 = 2:30809 � 10�4; B47 = 8:314328 � 10�4g; D = 14 Å;fB44 = 7:732681 � 10�3; B77 = 8:315719 � 10�4; B47 = 2:5358 � 10�3g; D = 13:5 Å: (24)Using Eqs. (15), (20), (22)�(24), we an obtain the values of the ritial urrent and the renormalized apaityfor di�erent values of the distane D between enters of the lusters and the height of the potential barrier ÆU0.For ÆU0 = 5 eV,Jn:r: [CGSE℄ = 264 1:22696 � 102 (D = 15 Å)3:247735 � 103 (D = 14 Å)1:7111 � 104 (D = 13:5 Å) 375 ; Y [m℄ = 264 1:09748 � 10�7 (D = 15 Å)2:905 � 10�6 (D = 14 Å)1:53061 � 10�5 (D = 13:5 Å) 375 ; (25)for ÆU0 = 2:5 eV,Jn:r: [CGSE℄ = 264 2:40842 � 103 (D = 15 Å)3:0055 � 104 (D = 14 Å)1:09238 � 105 (D = 13:5 Å) 375 ; Y [m℄ = 264 2:15427 � 10�6 (D = 15 Å)2:68833 � 10�5 (D = 14 Å)9:77106 � 10�5 (D = 13:5 Å) 375 ; (26)and for ÆU0 = 1 eV,Jn:r: [CGSE℄ = 264 3:13935 � 104 (D = 15 Å)2:11697 � 105 (D = 14 Å)5:68733 � 105 (D = 13:5 Å) 375 ; Y [m℄ = 264 2:808065 � 10�5 (D = 15 Å)1:89357 � 10�4 (D = 14 Å)5:08717 � 10�4 (D = 13:5 Å) 375 ; (27)
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Yu. N. Ovhinnikov, V. Z. Kresin ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 6, 2012where Y = 3e~J16�2 (28)(see Eq. (20)). The e�etive ation value A for the vor-tex underbarrier tunneling at T = 0 and zero value ofthe transport urrent Itr is given by (see [9℄)A = 4:522r ~8e3Jn:r:Y : (29)For several values of fÆU0; Dg, the following valuesof the ation A follow from Eq. (26)�(28):fÆU0 = 2:5 eV; D = 13:5 Å; A = 15:706g;fÆU0 = 1 eV; D = 14 Å; A = 30:438g;fÆU0 = 1 eV; D = 13:5 Å; A = 81:774g: (30)In those three ases, the ation value is muhlarger than unity. Hene, the nets with the parame-ters fÆU0; D; �g have large values of the ritial ur-rent. For example, when fÆU0 = 1 eV; D = 14 Åg,the expeted value of the ritial urrent density isj � 109 A/m2.If the resonant onditions for tunneling proessesare satis�ed, the ritial urrent value exeeds the non-resonant part Jn:r: by several orders of magnitude [5℄.As a result, the admissible range of values of the param-eters fÆU0; D; �g for whih the thermal and quantum�utuations do not ompletely destroy the superon-duting urrent is signi�antly expanded.5. CURRENT DISTRIBUTION IN A SINGLEVORTEXAt large distanes (� � D) from a vortex enter,the distribution of urrents in a granular arti�ial netis similar to that in thin �lms (a Pearl vortex [14℄).The Maxwell equation for the vetor potential A anbe written asrot rotA = 4� J~ Æ(z)�1� � 2eA �e�; (31)where e� = (� sin �; os �) and A = A(z; �)e�.In the onsidered gauge, divA = 0 and the Fouriertransformation of Eq. (31) gives(k2 + g2)Akg = � 2�eff ��Ag � i8�2J~g (� sin �g ; os �g);��1eff = 4�eJ~2 ; (32)

where  is the speed of light.From Eq. (32), we readily obtainAg = �eff1 + �eff g ��4i�2Jg � (� sin �g; os �g): (33)Substituting (33) in the right-hand side of Eq. (31), weobtain the urrent density ~j (per unit length) in theform~j = Z j dz = �effJ� �� 1Z0 dq J0(g�)(1 + �eff g)2 (� sin �; os �); (34)where J0(x) is the Bessel funtion. Beause J0(0) = 1and R10 dxJ0(x) = 1, we obtain [10℄~j(���eff ) = J� (� sin �; os �);~j(���eff ) = �effJ�2 (� sin �; os �): (35)In the partiular ase where D = 14 Å and ÆU0 == 1 eV, we use (35) to obtain the value of the �pene-tration depth� or the vortex harateristi size�eff � 7 � 10�4 m: (36)The harateristi magneti �eld H1 at whih vor-ties start overlapping is determined by the onditionH1�2eff = �0; (37)where �0 = �~=e is the quantum �ux. If �eff is givenby Eq. (36), then the value of H1 is very small:H1 [Oe℄ � 0:4: (38)However, the distanes essential for the pinning phe-nomenon are of the order of D. The harateristimagneti �eld H2 that orresponds to suh distanesis extremely high:H2 [T℄ � �0D2 � 500: (39)Therefore, in a wide range of the magneti �elds, wean expet a weak dependene of the ritial urrenton the magneti �eld.1160



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 6, 2012 Arti�ial nets from superonduting nanogranules6. CONCLUSIONSWe showed that a large-density transport urrentan �ow through superonduting nanolusters nets.For realisti values of the parameters, the energy dissi-pation due to thermal and quantum �utuations an bemade negligibly small. For suh systems, the value ofthe temperature T0 de�ned as the temperature of thetransition from thermal ativations to quantum tunnel-ing an be estimated as [9℄T0 = 7:136 � 10�2 1kBr2e~JY = 0:233�~kB : (40)For the parameter value given by (19), we obtainT0 = 37 K: (41)Equation (40) is valid under the onditionC0 � 3e~J16�2 : (42)We note that the e�etive mass M� near the top ofthe barrier of the vortex tunneling in the net is approx-imately 30 times larger than the renormalized mass ofa single juntion [9℄.The results obtained here indiate that superon-duting nets are promising objets for obtaining high-temperature superonduting lines with a high trans-port urrent density and a weak dependene on theexternal magneti �eld.The researh one of the authors (Yu. N. O.) was sup-ported by the EOARD (grant No. 097006) and the Pro-gram SIMTEX (grant No. 246937), the researh of theseond author (V. Z. K.) was supported by USAFOSR.
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